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Metrological instruments get to gauge the elevation of temperature and humidity. A unibody metal alloy called "Tigertail" was introduced to the market as a replacement for aluminum. It's super hard, super light and it's never been done before. You can't find a form of steel that soft and strong. To develop this new material, workers were
racing down a long list of parameters that could possibly improve the properties. These included thickness of the material, hardness, ductility, the ability to work with certain types of heat-intensive equipment and the manufacturing cost. There were even more details: the deposition rate, the temperature of the furnace, the electric power
and the chemicals. Each of those factors, in some way, must satisfy a particular formula. The drive uses a large, flat, panel of PC silicon. It generates heat and keeps the unit cool by constantly refreshing and monitoring the PC display. The panel of silicon is a thin, flat wafer of silicon that's so thin, it is transparent. The monolith is attached to
the silicon and the latter gives it both strength and support. Assembly requires attaching the flat panel of silicon to the head, sliding the whole unit into the assembly, and then attaching the attachment. The assembly is then slid down a mast to where a platform is positioned. This platform has a solid base that acts as the host for both the
video and mechanical hard drive. The monolith spins on its base and the sliding motion sets the head position under video controls. This position is maintained until a button is pressed. The unmodified disk is then inserted into the drive by sliding it in, and then the button is pressed again. The drive is now ready to be tested. If the drive
works, it's removed from the machine and ready to use. The drive has a number of hallmarks. Just like all drives, there is a drive head that's under a small arc of rotation. The arm is what moves the video tape, while a read/write head is on the other end and moves from one track to the next. This head position is precisely monitored to insure
that the drive is functioning properly and that there is no slip motion. Slip motion occurs when the drive head only contacts the tape and doesn't provide sufficient support for the head to stay in position. Slip motion will eventually lead to a failure of the unit. Without this internal support, tape on one side of the head may move relative to tape
on the other side
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